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By saving Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin in the gizmo, the way you review will certainly likewise be
much easier. Open it and begin reading Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin, easy. This is reason why we
recommend this Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin in soft documents. It will certainly not interrupt your
time to get the book. Furthermore, the online air conditioner will certainly likewise relieve you to browse
Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin it, even without going someplace. If you have link net in your office,
residence, or device, you can download Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin it straight. You may not also
wait to obtain guide Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin to send out by the seller in other days.

Amazon.com Review
In 1945, Donald Griffin was one of the codiscoverers of echolocation by bats. In the 1980s he became a
leader of cognitive ethnology--the study of animals' thinking behavior--"forging a path where others fear to
tread or cannot see a way," in the words of Gerald Durrell. Animal Minds is Griffin's most strongly argued
summary of the evidence for cognition from every corner of the animal kingdom. This is a manifesto that
"cognitive ethology presents us with one of the supreme scientific challenges of our times," and is required
reading for anyone interested in the nature and distribution of minds.

From Publishers Weekly
Vervet monkeys use special calls to mislead their neighbors. Beavers plug up leaks in dams, cutting pieces of
wood to fit a particular hole. Honeybees employ symbolic gestures to communicate the direction and
distance their sisters must fly to reach food. These are just a few of the striking examples of versatile animal
behavior which, to Harvard zoologist Griffin ( Animal Thinking ), suggest that animals are cognizant of
objects and events and experience conscious thoughts. In an involving, important, scholarly report that
should force a reconsideration of animal studies, Griffin reviews animals' remarkable adaptability to novel
challenges and their apparent ability to communicate thoughts to others. Drawing on a wealth of published
research, he infers manipulative behavior in apes and foxes, fear in mantis shrimp, deception in fireflies and
dreams in sleeping birds. This well-documented, understated argument presents a challenge to the
reductionism of many behaviorists and cognitive psychologists.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
Griffin is eminently qualified to write about the latest developments in the field of animal cognition. His
previous books on the subject include The Question of Animal Awareness ( LJ 12/1/76) and Animal
Thinking ( LJ 5/15/84). Griffin intends Animal Minds to "be a representative sampling of the wide range of
scientific and scholarly opinion about animal minds," and he succeeds admirably. He contends that the
significance of animal consciousness falls into three categories--philosophical, ethical, and scientific--and he
provides extensive discussion and examples of each type. Some of the most interesting and thought-
provoking examples are to be found in the chapters on communication as evidence of thinking and on
deception and manipulation. While this is definitely not casual reading and will appeal primarily to students
and professionals in animal cognition, the dedicated general reader will find much to think about here.



- Edell Marie Peters, Brookfield P.L., Wis .
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin. Allow's review! We will certainly often find out this sentence
anywhere. When still being a children, mother utilized to buy us to consistently check out, so did the
instructor. Some books Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin are completely checked out in a week as well as
we require the commitment to sustain reading Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin Exactly what around
now? Do you still like reading? Is reviewing simply for you that have commitment? Not! We below offer
you a brand-new book qualified Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin to read.

The means to get this book Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin is very easy. You may not go for some
locations as well as invest the moment to just find the book Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin In fact, you
could not consistently get the book as you want. However below, just by search as well as discover Animal
Minds By Donald R. Griffin, you can get the listings of guides that you actually anticipate. Occasionally,
there are lots of books that are showed. Those publications naturally will amaze you as this Animal Minds
By Donald R. Griffin compilation.

Are you curious about primarily books Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin If you are still perplexed on
which one of guide Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin that should be acquired, it is your time to not this
site to seek. Today, you will certainly require this Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin as the most referred
book and also the majority of needed publication as resources, in other time, you could delight in for a few
other publications. It will certainly depend upon your ready demands. But, we consistently suggest that
publications Animal Minds By Donald R. Griffin can be a great infestation for your life.
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Donald R. Griffin draws on the research in animal behavior, the philosophy of mind, and cognitive science
of the 1980s and 1990s to broaden the terms in which one can consider the nature and potential of animal
minds. In species ranging from bees to dolphins to chimpanzees, Griffin gives examples of foraging
behavior, predatory tactics, artifact construction, tool use, and the experimental psychology of animal
cognition. He gives us instances of animals communicating vocally and symbolically, revealing some of the
surprising intricacies of their social arrangements.
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In 1945, Donald Griffin was one of the codiscoverers of echolocation by bats. In the 1980s he became a
leader of cognitive ethnology--the study of animals' thinking behavior--"forging a path where others fear to
tread or cannot see a way," in the words of Gerald Durrell. Animal Minds is Griffin's most strongly argued
summary of the evidence for cognition from every corner of the animal kingdom. This is a manifesto that
"cognitive ethology presents us with one of the supreme scientific challenges of our times," and is required
reading for anyone interested in the nature and distribution of minds.

From Publishers Weekly
Vervet monkeys use special calls to mislead their neighbors. Beavers plug up leaks in dams, cutting pieces of
wood to fit a particular hole. Honeybees employ symbolic gestures to communicate the direction and
distance their sisters must fly to reach food. These are just a few of the striking examples of versatile animal
behavior which, to Harvard zoologist Griffin ( Animal Thinking ), suggest that animals are cognizant of
objects and events and experience conscious thoughts. In an involving, important, scholarly report that
should force a reconsideration of animal studies, Griffin reviews animals' remarkable adaptability to novel
challenges and their apparent ability to communicate thoughts to others. Drawing on a wealth of published
research, he infers manipulative behavior in apes and foxes, fear in mantis shrimp, deception in fireflies and
dreams in sleeping birds. This well-documented, understated argument presents a challenge to the
reductionism of many behaviorists and cognitive psychologists.
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
Griffin is eminently qualified to write about the latest developments in the field of animal cognition. His
previous books on the subject include The Question of Animal Awareness ( LJ 12/1/76) and Animal
Thinking ( LJ 5/15/84). Griffin intends Animal Minds to "be a representative sampling of the wide range of
scientific and scholarly opinion about animal minds," and he succeeds admirably. He contends that the
significance of animal consciousness falls into three categories--philosophical, ethical, and scientific--and he



provides extensive discussion and examples of each type. Some of the most interesting and thought-
provoking examples are to be found in the chapters on communication as evidence of thinking and on
deception and manipulation. While this is definitely not casual reading and will appeal primarily to students
and professionals in animal cognition, the dedicated general reader will find much to think about here.
- Edell Marie Peters, Brookfield P.L., Wis .
Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Most helpful customer reviews

26 of 32 people found the following review helpful.
Unsophisticated interpretation of important evidence
By Andrew N. Carpenter
Griffin, one of the founding fathers of cognitive ethology, summarizes the best scientific evidence that
animals have a rich mental life that involves thought, intentionality, and consciousness. He focuses on three
phenomena: the versatility and adaptiveness of animal behavior, nervous system physiology, and animal
communication. To his credit, Griffin is not dogmatic; he admits that much scientific work remains before
any of the evidence can be considered significant, and he is willing to consider interpretations of the data that
reject his own views on animal minds.
In the end, unfortunately, Griffin's impassioned claims about behavior that "indicates" complex thought don't
go far enough. The book consists of relatively undetailed reports of animal studies. He provides little detail
about scientific methodology and does not develop an adequate theoretical framework for a deep
understanding animal mentality. He has no clear methodology for interpreting the strength of the data he
summarizes, and consistently conflates important distinctions between perception, consciousness, and self-
consciousness. Although Griffin champions an interdisciplinary approach to solving problems of mind, he
pays little heed to the many philospohical problems with understanding crucial mental concepts.
Committed defenders of animal minds will enjoy this general retrospective by one of their intellectual
heroes. Readers who want a deeper exploration must turn elsewhere -- Collen Allen and Marc Bekoff's
*Species of Mind* would be an excellent starting point.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
AN INTERESTING SURVEY OF RESEARCH INTO THE MINDS OF VARIOUS ANIMALS
By Steven H Propp
Donald Redfield Griffin (1915-2003) was an American professor of zoology at various universities who did
seminal research in animal behavior, animal navigation, acoustic orientation and sensory biophysics.

In the Preface to this 1992 book, Griffin states, "This book will review evidence of versatile thinking by
animals, and of equal significance will be a representative sampling of the wide range of scientific and
scholarly opinion about animal minds. This spectrum of strongly advocated views demonstrates the basic
importance attached to the nature of animal mentality by both scientists and philosophers." In the first
chapter, he elaborates, "The aim of this book is to reopen the basic question of what life is like, subjectively,
to nonhuman animals, and to outline how we can begin to answer this challenging question by analyzing the
versatility of animal behavior, especially the communicative signals by which animals sometimes appear to
express their thoughts and feelings."

He points out that "Adaptiveness is a completely separate matter from the possibility of conscious thinking.
Because mantis shrimp are crustaceans a few centimeters in length, it is assumed a priori that they cannot
possibly be conscious." (pg. 200) After reviewing the various "Ape Language" experiments, he says, "On
balance, it now seems clear that apes have learned to communicate simple thoughts."

He concludes on the note, "I am confident that with patience and critical investigation we can begin to



discern what life is like, subjectively, to particular animals under specific conditions.... Because mentality is
one of the most important capabilities that distinguishes living animals from the rest of the known universe,
seeming to understand animal minds is even more exciting and significant than elaborating our picture of
inclusive fitness or discovering new molecular mechanisms."

6 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
I enjoyed it.
By Psycho Hedgehog
I recently read this book for a class, and found it very readable. Granted, it doesn't go as far into
interpretations of what all of this means, and more leaves that up to the reader. Try the book Animal
Consciousness by Daise and Michael Radner if you want to go more into the philosophical, and not a run
through of animal behavior. It will also help you, in addition to this book, come to your own informed
conclusions about the reality of animal consciousness and thought.

See all 4 customer reviews...
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this web site by downloading and install in web link offered.
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provides extensive discussion and examples of each type. Some of the most interesting and thought-
provoking examples are to be found in the chapters on communication as evidence of thinking and on
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and professionals in animal cognition, the dedicated general reader will find much to think about here.
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Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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